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marked the

th

th

year celebration of IFOSUD anniversary and the

th

graduation of its beneficiaries in crops production, livestock and small business. Such a
celebration was the penultimate gathering of people before to record the first confirmed
case of coronavirus in Haiti on March
recorded

,

official cases and

,

th

. As of September

,

Haiti has

deaths, although because the country has not

been doing sufficient testing, the actual figures are likely much higher. Unfortunately,
Haiti’s Ministry of Health lacks the resources to adequately respond to the virus. For
IFOSUD, the main way to deal with the pandemic in Haiti is trusting the Lord JesusChrist and prevention by respecting the social distancing.
The Covid-

outbreak let us think deeply with reference to an assumption set by Tevel, a

well-known Jew organization and it stated that all of us, wherever we live on this
beautiful planet, are inextricably bound together in a web of interconnections that are
biological and ecological, and therefore also ethical and spiritual. From what being said,
IFOSUD understands that helping

each other was definitely a must do assignment to

maintain the world well-being equilibrium.
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In fact, during the Q report the economic situation has continuously deteriorated. Such a
situation, coupled with sanitary-political tensions led all macroeconomic indicators to be
still on red and even worst. Despite the above-mentioned issues, IFOSUD team was on the
field working, spreading the gospel, plowing land, selected new group of beneficiaries in
Jeremie, mobilize more efforts to sensitize communities about the pandemic covidand provided ongoing technical training to our target group.
At macro level one can read this in the face of the world population and mainly in Haitian’s
population Anxiety . But, as Christian we know the word of God provides provision for
that. IFOSUD did manage the same to teach the communities about God’s Will and
promises. For the meditation verse during the period of the report was Psalm

:

Through God we shall do valiantly: for He is that shall tread down our adversaries.
For the reporting period, IFOSUD did the best of its ability to support the communities to
become sturdy and independent amidst the chaos of constant change.
Also, in the following line we are going to present the IFOSUD achievements from May
to August
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. To select new intervention area in Jeremie
. To continue with IFOSUD regular project in Fond’oie, Michel and Jeanjean
. To continue with the implementation of the beehive projects
. To initiate a literacy class as a pilot project on behalf the beneficiaries adults in
Fond’Oie and Michel
. To implement emergency yard garden vegetables for all IFOSUD beneficiaries
as a food security mechanism, in Pandemic strategy
. To launch the FFH Future Farmer of Haiti program
. To initiate a partnership dialogue between IFOSUD and Eden Foundation toward
Agro forestry path.
. Updates on IFOSUD Evangelism program
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The selection of new beneficiary is part of IFOSUD strategic plan. It used to be a pre and
post-graduation assignment Next to the graduation ceremony in March
was a first prospection throughout

, there

communities in Jeremie: Duverger, a location

where CBC church is located in Jeremie and Fond Rouge Dayè a real remote area in
Jeremie. After analysis and deep discussions, Fond Rouge Dayè was not considered
because the area did not meet the whole criteria. Furthermore, an ongoing prospection
was made across a new community Haut Paroty and then finally got selected. Data
collection has already been completed and processed. Within this process,
beneficiaries have been selected. Hereafter is the repartition of the beneficiaries per
sub-sector of activity:
Table

Re a i i

S b ec

f he be eficia ie i Je e ie
Male

Fe ale

T al Be ef

Fe ale

Male

Small Business
Agriculture
Livestock

P.S IFOSUD was finally able to reach the ladies in CBC church thanks to last effort of the
church founder, Dieudonné Etienne. The field monitor has organized a successful focus
group with them. The CBC group will be enrolled mainly in the small business component
starting September this year. And also IFOSUD will know the exact number with whom we
will work
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, IFOSUD runs its program through

Leogane, one

in Gressier and one

intervention area in which two

in

in Jeremie. Hereafter is the breakdown of the

beneficiaries per location:
Location

N

be be eficia

Ac i e ec

Re a k

Janjan

Crop- small business- livestock

Parents & children program

Fond’Oie

Small business -livestock

reimbursement

Michel

Small business -livestock

Reimbursement in progr.

Jeremie

Crop-small business- livestock

Training phase

Total

Currently, IFOSUD staff is working hard in order to complete the teaching program with the
beneficiaries.

Somehow, Janjan Beneficiaries will graduate in December this year ;

meanwhile those in Fond’Oie and Michel will be graduating in March next year
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In the framework of a grant awarded by Love of Christ Foundation, IFOSUD has
implemented a beehive project mainly for graduated beneficiaries across Leogane and
Gressier area. Based on some abnormal change in the economic environment of Haiti,
the selection of

heads of household stated in the project proposal was reviewed and

then reduced to Seven

heads of households instead in order to fill the gap registered

in the cost of some items. To select the project participant in the framework of LOCF
grant a performance based criteria

be an IFOSUD Alumni, have a family, having a

proven technical skill, capacity to replicate the training to others, good motivation to do
business, be environmentally oriented… was considered. The table below gives the
details in what concern the repartition of the beneficiaries:

N

L ca i

f be ef

Hi e

be ef

T al Hi e

Cormier
Geffrard
Mathieu
Masson
G a d T al

In the framework of this project, all material and equipment have been bought and all
beneficiaries have already received their beehives in their respective farms.

To reinforce the production level of the beehives producers, a new grant was awarded to
IFOSUD by FOKAL on behalf of the

graduated beneficiaries. In the framework of that new

grant, decisions were made to increase the hives per head of beneficiary. Currently, with
the FOKAL grant each beehives producer will have

hives and the breakdown is as

follow:

N

L ca i

be ef

Hi e
LOCF g a

be ef

Hi e

be ef

FOKAL g a

T al Hi e

Cormier
Geffrard
Mathieu
Masson
G a d T al

As a reminder, this is a loan that honey producer will reimburse over
honey producers expect to harvest honey twice

years calendar. The

a year and will make reimbursement to

IFOSUD in kind honey . The honey that IFOSUD will be collected will be marketed by using
IFOSUD brand or Farmer John’s brand at national or international level.
With this in mind, IFOSUD is foreseeing to building up a networking of honey producers to
organize them in coop in order to achieve economies of scale.

P.S Honey will be ready to harvest very soon
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Education in Haiti is a big deal; it is a great opportunity when a family can manage to afford
sending a kid to school. During the

years of operation of IFOSUD in Haiti, we deal

everyday with illiterate group. Based on a study conducted by UNESCO in Haiti in

,

here after is what the literacy rate looks like:
Li e ac

ae
A e age

-

years

years and older
ea

Male

Fe ale

.

.

.

.
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.

a d lde

The target group of IFOSUD is a mostly person in the age of

years old and older, that’s

reason the literacy level is very low. Based on IFOSUD procedures, each beneficiary has to
sign a loan contract when loans are about to issued. However, because of low literacy level
the illiterate beneficiary just use fingerprint with the help of a blue ink as a way to sign
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their loans contract.

The IFOSUD team carried out a micro survey throughout its

intervention zones concerning the level of interest of adults in learning to read. Some
adults have said if they find the opportunity to educate themselves they would like to learn
to read, why not to learn to write their names. In August this year, decisions were made to
start literacy class for adults who are willing to know the alphabets. In that manner, we
have a first class with

students. We can’t wait to see the difference that class will create

in the lives of these adults.
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This project idea came up as a response to the negative impact that the corona virus
will have on the food security of the population that IFOSUD is serving who already had
a fragile socio economic condition. This project is a mechanism that will help all
beneficiaries of IFOSUD from former graduated to the current beneficiaries to grow
at least Ten species of vegetables in their yard by using recovery materials old tires,

old bucket,…. no matter the sub sector of activity that the beneficiary is belong to.
IFOSUD Haiti is highly indebted to Hope Seeds International for providing package of
seeds for IFOSUD beneficiaries. Currently,TWO HUNDRED AND THIRTY FIVE
families have already received seeds and have planted their seeds in their yard. Very
soon they will have something to eat and something to sell.
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The proposed program is modeled after the Future Farmers of America Agriculture
Education program. The main focus will be to develop a four year program: Vo-Ag
Vocational Agriculture , Vo-Ag

,Vo-Ag , and Vo-Ag

mainly students starting with

fourth graders. The curriculum will cover soil science, plant science, animal science,
horticulture, and processing. Equally important is the FFH Chapter, which will provide the
leadership component, including Co-Op development and our Experience program. The
Experience Program will provide students the opportunity to have a cash crop that they
will be responsible for and will provide income for the student. The instructor will be
responsible for weekly home visits. Our classes will be taught on Saturday so proper time
for Learning By Doing can be accomplished. The FFH Chapter meeting will be scheduled
after school and provide leadership opportunities as it relates to public speaking, meeting
organizational skills, and working as a team.
Where are we in the FFH implementation?

Since July

, a team was working on the strategy and program guidelines and tools that

can make the program so effective across the country of Haiti. It is important to mention
that, the first phase of the FFH program is considered as a pilot phase. In that manner,
primary schools will be chosen based on some chosen criteria like
willing to issue a credit to Ag class in the school curriculum,
have a piece of land available in the school
Have a water source in the school
integrate Saturday as normal class day for the students
Be recognized by the ministry of education
With this program, IFOSUD expects to have a new generation of men that value
agriculture and hence can make a decent living from Ag business. The goal is to expend
that program through the whole school in Haiti.
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Eden project is an Eden Foundation initiative that aims to reforest Haiti. Its
headquarter in Haiti is in Jacmel Valley. In fact, Our International president, John
Draxton, initiated a productive dialogue with an Eden Important staff and they agreed
to pursue the conversation. IFOSUD Haiti was invited to visit the production site of
Eden project in the perspective to enlarge their scope of intervention. Currently, Eden
is expecting to intervene in Leogane through IFOSUD.
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As part of the Christian education component, IFOSUD highly encourages the household
discipleship as a way to strengthen the faith of those who previously heard the gospel or to
restore the soul of those who quit the path of faith to allow them re-dwell in God’s will.
During the period of the report

household visits have been realized despite the covid-

outbreak; during those visits the field monitor sensitized the communities about how to
prevent contracting the covid-

disease and to share God promises about disease Ps.

.

During the sensitization campaign we shared educative flyers with pictures in and
sanitation kit including soap, Clorox and Masks so the beneficiaries can protect themselves
against the covid-

.

Also, during the period, the Evangelism has contributed to organize a great spiritual
crusade in Leogane area on July

,

. Whereby, hundreds of people have the

opportunity to receive the gospel in their language Haitian Creole . The central verse was
found in act

:

And the times of this ignorance God winked at; but now commandeth

all men everywhere to repent.
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During the reporting period, IFOSUD has issued new loans and also collected loans
reimbursement from ongoing beneficiaries and others who had a delay on paying on time
because sickness, failure or other financial stress. In the income statement we have two

main components: the Revenue and the Expenses. From May
has generated a Revenue of

to August

IFOSUD

USD included Friends of IFOSUD Grant, loan

repayment, tractor’s operation, IFOSUD farm revenue and revenue from other projects.
Furthermore, the Expenses made during the period are

USD. They include

personnel salaries, IFOSUD farm expenses, health insurance, office renting, internet and
other office bills, vehicle maintenance, Spiritual expenses, other Technical training
expenses, ect… At the end, From May
Negative sign -

,

.

to August

we have a net Income with

USD . This explains that, IFOSUD doesn’t generate enough

revenue to cover its charges. Considering most of the expensive that have been made were
in social and spiritual activities, of which we didn’t expect any financial return from the
investment. Please see the full P & L statement and Balance sheet report below for your
appreciation .

